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CEDIA’S DEALER
OF THE YEAR

A Powerful
Partnership

SECTION

Scott and Jennifer Ross Make
Their Mark at
EXPO

Owned and managed by Scott and Jennifer Ross
(above, receiving one of their CEDIA awards), Atlanta
Home Theater is a fully-custom design center (right)
focusing on residential systems from $150,000 in the
Atlanta area. Their projects include dedicated,
custom-designed home theaters and whole-house
automation: whole-house audio and video, HVAC
and lighting control, security, phone and centralVAC
systems and computer networks.
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(Top photos) Jennifer and Scott Ross
brought home two of the most
prestigious awards presented at this
year’s CEDIA EXPO: Dealer of the
Year (sponsored by Residential Sys-

tems) and Best Home Theater Level
IV ($250,001 - Over $1,000,000). Both
Atlanta natives Scott and Jennifer
met at a young age and shared common interests. Scott, who had “an ex-

The ninth of September will always hold special
significance for Jennifer and Scott Ross. On that
date in 1996, they officially opened Atlanta
Home Theater, Roswell, Georgia. Exactly four
years later, the Ross’ won two of CEDIA’s most
prestigious awards, “Dealer of the Year,” in recognition of their business model and management
acumen, and “Best Home Theater” for their million-dollar “Thunder in the Hills of Tuscany”
project on Sea Island, Georgia.
AHT is a fully-custom design center focusing
on residential systems from $150,000, the majority of which are new construction projects in the
Atlanta area. They include dedicated, customdesigned home theaters and whole-house automation: whole-house audio and video, HVAC
and lighting control, security, phone and central
VAC systems and computer networks. Its lines
include Wilson Audio, Meridian, Vidikron, Dynaudio, Sonic Frontiers, Parasound, Velodyne,
Niles, Marantz, Anthem, Mit, Pioneer Elite, Sony
and Panasonic, all original to the company. Later
acquired were Krell, Jeff Rowland, TAGMclaren,
Crestron, Lutron, Phast, Seleco, Cinepro,
Faroudja, Xantech, Escient,
and Cinematech.
AHT is currently the
largest Wilson Audio dealer
in the world with sales that
compete with dealers in Germany and Japan, and with
Asia. With many of their
product lines they are in the
top five of all U.S. dealers.
“In the last two years
we’ve crossed state lines for
large projects in Florida, the
Carolinas, and Tennessee,
most of them for existing
clients who are building
multiple homes,” Jennifer
Ross said. “We started off
with a bang and we’ve done

treme appreciation for music and
cinema,” joined the Army after high
school. (Bottom photo) Atlanta
Home Theater’s $300,000 Systems
Showroom

nothing but grow in an amazingly short period of
time. On our 2-year anniversary we bought out
our silent partner, as planned.”
The success of this young company is due, in
part, to a synergy between the Rosses, who have
a 14-month-old son, River. Their hobbies include
both scuba and sky diving, passions requiring
hefty doses of courage, skill and focus backed by
research and methodical planning. The Ross’
have imbued AHT with the same traits, pairing
deliberate business strategy with the excitement
and challenge of success in the residential systems marketplace.
“We saw that the Atlanta market was tremendously underdeveloped, and that consumers
were not being taken care of,” Jennifer said. “We
entered the market just as it was starting to grow.
Our intentions were to build a business that
would empower all its associates with a sense of
direction and security.”
Both Atlanta natives, the couple met at a
young age and shared common interests. Scott
Ross, who had “an extreme appreciation for
music and cinema,” joined the Army after high
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school. While serving in Germany, he acquired a
high-end audio system while simultaneously establishing solid contacts with people in the
industry, which impacted his decision to consider future opportunities in the field.
Jennifer Ross received a degree in marketing
and communications at Georgia Southern University and went to work for Nortel Networks recruiting engineers. She then served Ernst &
Young in the procurement of senior managers
and directors for “Project Infinity,” a global reengineering of Coca-Cola’s worldwide implementation of Sap’s enterprise-wide solution
software.
Scott, who began at the University of Georgia,
served in Operation Desert Storm and then
earned his accounting degree at Georgia State
University in Atlanta. They were married in 1993
and when Scott graduated, began looking for a
challenge.
Scott gained retail experience in sales and
systems design consulting with three local dealers. It was through this experience that he became disenchanted with how customers were
being treated and how poorly these
dealers were operating. With intentions of setting the standard for Atlanta’s home technology market, he
and Jennifer brought in a silent
partner to join them in their own
venture. Together, they acquired a
small firm, which they had identified to be the most talented installation company in Atlanta.
“We were very deliberate in the
people we hired and product lines
we acquired,” Scott said. “We knew
better than to get in over our heads,
by taking on too much too soon,”
Scott says. “It was a blessing in
disguise to have observed previous
associates’ failures and mistakes.
Builders’ reputations were getting

A Powerful
Partnership

tainted, clients were not getting their money’s worth and employed talent
was being underutilized. We felt the industry deserved better.”
Scott and Jennifer do not match the typical dealer profile, whose business evolved from earlier audiophile days. They anticipated the rapid evolution of home technology and sought to meet the demand with a stronger
focus on customer service.

‘Most of our team have formal
educations and/or technical degrees. They have visions,
and can think beyond the ends
of their noses’
– Scott Ross
“We approached this as a business investment and a rescue mission to
the Atlanta market,” Jennifer said. “We had the advantage of initial support
from manufacturers who had relationships with Scott and knew of our
business philosophies. We were able to open the doors with a lot of support
and big name lines.”
AHT opened as a three-showroom retail space in Roswell, a high-traffic
area close to the Ross home. Because of a contractor shortage due to the
upcoming Atlanta Olympics, the Rosses built out the interior of the AHT
gallery themselves, an experience that has literally created the framework
for their enterprise.
“We framed out the interior, installed sound-bats and hung the drywall,”
Jennifer said. “We used 12-foot strips of sheet rock, which are awkward,
heavy and flimsy. I had taken a sabbatical from work to assist in this construction project and I remember getting up every morning at 6 a.m. with
sore muscles from climbing scaffolding, hammering, and hauling materials.”
The inevitable test of endurance came after 10 consecutive days of summer construction, Jennifer said, when she was left skin-deep in insulation,
standing in the dark, holding a vertical piece of 12-foot sheet rock that

(Above) Atlanta Home Theater’s $150,000
Systems Showroom. (Below left) Atlanta
Home Theater’s $50,000 Systems Showroom.

(Below right) Atlanta Home Theater’s
warehouse space

began waffling out of control.
“The sheet snapped in the middle and the top six feet of it came swinging down behind me, pinched my head like a nutcracker and spanked me
on the behind,” she said. “I can remember loudly expressing my sentiments
on the situation and screaming. Scott was in the men’s room, a good distance away. I heard the sound of his feet as he ran back, and then I heard a
loud crash as he hit the parked scaffolding in the hall.”
As the beam from Scott’s flashlight finally found her face, the couple
broke out into hysterical laughter. “It was during the two minutes in which
Scott tried to compose himself enough to aid in my rescue that I seriously
questioned the idea of a business partnership with this individual,” Jennifer
said. “However, I can attest that this has been the best business decision I
have ever made.”
AHT, which started with three installers, had marketed its business
heavily before the grand opening. The event included special presentations
by manufacturers, as well as seminars and opportunities for clients to ask
questions.
“Our three showrooms are theaters,” Scott said. “One room sports a
$50,000 theater system, one a $150,000 installation, and the third is over
$300,000.”
With AHT booked six months in advance, the Ross’ and their COO had
to restructure operations to control and organize their business. “There are
19 of us—designers, engineers, operations and technicians,” Jennifer said.”
I believe our team is one of the most talented, dedicated and technically astute in the industry. We are also a true family and work well together. We all
attend CEDIA courses, manufacturer’s training and we hold in-house training classes taught by our chief design engineer.”
“Jennifer and I share the company’s objectives with our team and they
all participate in decision making and new ideas,” Scott said. “We all under-

stand that the client is the most important aspect of our business. We’re all
young. Our average age is between 25 and 35. We’re all going through the
same phases in life, building houses, having babies and planning for the future.”
Frequent AHT gatherings include barbecues, whirlyball tournaments
and “mystery days” which is an annual surprise outing during the work
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week, one of which included a 50-foot high challenge course.
“Most of our team have formal educations
and/or technical degrees,” Scott said. “Many
come from Georgia Tech. They have visions, and
can think beyond the ends of their noses. They
are making a good living and are motivated by
their own self-esteem and by the unique culture
of Atlanta Home Theater. We all take pride in our
success, and the company has never lost an employee. It is not just about making money. It is
about people—caring about the people who
help you build the business and the people who
are your business.”
Back home after the CEDIA awards ceremony, the Rosses and their team went for steak
and wine in 15-person Lincoln Navigators and
spent the evening over dinner and cigars in a private dining room celebrating and enjoying the
victory.
“The award was an energy-filled and validating experience that we have shared with many
people who have supported us, especially our
team,” Jennifer said.
Focusing on the future of his young company
includes maintaining a commitment to “setting
standards in home technology and quality liv-

ing,” Scott said. “We will maintain control of our
business by big accomplishments in small steps.
A common mistake many dealers make is trying
to take on several products at once, instead of
mastering one at a time.”
Attention to the last 10 percent of any project
is salient to success in the industry, he said. “So
many companies drop the ball in the last stages
such as programming the remote, training the
client, doing proper follow-up or
tuning the system. These are the details we focus
on. There are standards and strategies of installation, but it’s the polishing at the end of job that is
the most challenging, and deeply instilled in our
employees.”
It’s not always business with the Rosses. Scott,
an avid race fan, has occasionally graced the
Road Atlanta Track with the company’s mascot
RT-10 Roadster—license plate AHT. Jennifer is
often called upon to lead Atlanta’s professional
teams—Hawks, Braves and Thrashers—in the
singing of the National Anthem.
But their favorite hobby is scuba diving, “a
peace found nowhere else on earth,” Jennifer
said. “Some of our greatest revelations about Atlanta Home Theater were conceived 100 feet
down in the Caribbean.”

Karen Mitchell is a writer in Boulder, Colorado.
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